Additional Tips For Using Grafix Shrink Film

Place Shrink Film between 2 sheets of vellum when baking to minimize curling. This is especially helpful when shrinking pieces longer than 2".

For particularly stubborn shapes, start by using a HEAVY-weight cookie sheet, layer it with parchment paper, add the shrink film, another layer of parchment paper and then a LIGHT-weight cookie sheet. (An aluminum brownie pan works great on top because it doesn’t weigh much, but does the job of holding the film in place while it shrinks.)

Try lowering the oven temperature and lengthening the baking time. It's best to test with a scrap piece to know the best oven temperature and time.

Bake 2-3 pieces at a time

Consider using a heat gun which gives more control over the heating process. Hold the film with a stylus or tweezers and control the shrinking by moving the tool away and closer. Turning the piece over to heat evenly or focus on a particularly stubborn spot.

The bigger, more intricate the design is to start, the more likely curling can occur.

Rolling a drinking glass over Shrink Film is a great way to flatten it after baking.